MINUTES OF PROJECT M MEETING NO. 41

Date: March 25, 1960
Place: Room 104, Physics Lecture Hall
Present: Eldredge, Neal, Crabtree, Sonkin, Goetz, Walling, Pope, Meloni, Prosper, Vorkooper, Bunker, Edwards, Christie, Breymayer, Brown, Chu, Loew, Kraus, Mallory, Jasberg, Cain, Jespherson, Fine, Snyder, Copenhagen, Turner, Kirk

Next Meeting: April 1, 1960 at 3:15 p.m., Room 104, Physics Lecture Hall

I. Talk by A.L. Eldredge

Mr. Eldredge presented a talk on the accelerator structure proper, or a proper accelerator structure, or an accelerator-proper structure. Or something.